Open trailers
L-1 & L-2
OPEN TRAILERS

AZURE L:
THE PRACTICAL AND
INNOVATIVE OPEN TRAILER
The Azure L has a low loading platform, allowing you to quickly and safely load and unload
your cargo. As a standard, the model has been provided with high (37 cm) walls, allowing
you to transport more volume.

L-1

As a standard, the Azure L has been provided with a durable Combi Protect Rail on the sides
and front. The removable front rack is standard as well.
Where the side walls are concerned, these are available in different materials: plywood,
aluminium, or galvanised steel. The choice is yours!
L-2

STANDARDS, OPTIONS, AND ACCESSORIES
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Option: mudguards made of
aluminium tread plate.
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Option: galvanised steel walls,
robust ALU mudguards, removable
wire-mesh rack and protective
brackets mounted in one piece.
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Standard: removable front rack.
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Option: boltable hooks on the
outside.
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Option: wire-mesh rack with a
height of 700 mm (removable) and
a fine-mesh cargo net (mounted).

Option: protective brackets in front
of, over, and behind the mudguards
(from one piece) and provided with
aluminium footboard. Mudguards of
durable tread plate.

Option: removable aluminium walls
with a height of approx. 40 cm,
provided with durable locks.
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Option: adjustable, swivelling,
telescoping prop stands and provided
with removable crank.

Option: flat cover mounted
(grey).

Option: raised cover mounted,
different heights possible with prop
stands including sliding clamp.

Option: raised cover mounted and
spare wheel with support in front.

Option: sliding prop stands
mounted with clamping bracket.
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Option: model L-1 ‘Chassis’,
available as braked and non-braked
version.

Option: shock absorbers mounted
on axles.

Option: load-restraint tubing
mounted.

Option: model L-2 ‘Chassis’, as an
extra option, allows plywood floor
plate, etc.

All Hapert trailers have been provided with
the TÜV certified load-securing system!
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